Chapter 13  Action Verbs and Linking Verbs (3)

Practice A  Identifying Action Verbs

1. plays
2. works
3. drank
4. helps
5. cooks
6. swarm

Practice B  Identifying Linking Verbs

1. is
2. sounds
3. became
4. felt
5. appeared

Practice C  Distinguishing Between Action Verbs and Linking Verbs

1. became—linking verb
2. played—action verb
3. was—linking verb
4. is—linking verb
5. argued—action verb
Chapter 13  Transitive and Intransitive Verbs (4)

Practice A  Identifying Transitive Verbs and Their Objects

Students will underline the first term and circle the second.

1. sold—hot chocolate
2. wore—glasses
3. ate—all
4. scratched—hand
5. pictured—success
6. took—garbage
7. forgot—backpack
8. asked—questions
9. ate—leftovers
10. washed—hands

Practice B  Distinguishing Between Transitive and Intransitive Verbs

1. walked—intransitive
2. did—transitive
3. played—transitive
4. grew—intransitive
5. holds—transitive
6. sprained—transitive
7. runs—intransitive
8. wants—transitive
9. forgot—transitive
10. washed—transitive
Chapter 13   Verb Phrases (5)

Practice A  Recognizing Verb Phrases

1. should have finished
2. is leaving
3. is painting
4. was expecting
5. does use
6. have seen
7. will be working
8. has been posting
9. is raising
10. is planning

Practice B  Identifying Helping Verbs and Main Verbs

Students will underline the first term and circle the second.

1. are—adopting
2. should be—making
3. are—climbing
4. do—want
5. might—go
6. might—learn
7. have—seen
8. will—play
9. was—praising
10. am—getting